Side Strain and Impact Injuries at the Iliac Crest Attachment of Lateral Abdominal Wall Musculature in Cricketers: An Uncommon Injury Pattern
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Abstract
Side strains refer to injuries of the internal/external oblique or the transversus abdominis, commonly at their attachment to the lower four ribs and rarely at their pelvic attachments. Injuries at the rib attachments are well-described while literature on iliac crest attachment injuries is sparse. We report four cricketers who had side strain and direct impact injuries with varying degrees of severity at the iliac crest attachment. The purpose of this article is to describe the anatomy, possible mechanism of injury, and imaging findings in the lateral abdominal wall muscle injuries at the iliac crest, which have not been described previously.

Introduction
The lateral abdominal wall musculature includes three muscles, the external oblique, internal oblique, and transversus abdominis, from superficial to deep. These muscles are predisposed to excessive stresses during torsional/rotational movements of the abdominal wall in activities such as batting, bowling in cricket, and javelin throwing resulting in injuries, usually the proximal attachments. Distal attachment injuries are unusual and there is scant literature on the subject. We also postulate that high velocity impact can result in these injuries at the iliac crest attachment as seen in two of our four patients. The strained abdominal muscles, due to repeated asymmetrical rotational movements would tear on the high impact force, predominantly seen in the recent dynamic shorter formats of the game.

In this study, we describe four unusual cases with side strains affecting the iliac crest attachments of the lateral abdominal wall musculature. We used the modified Peetrons grading system for classification of injuries.

Cases
Case 1
A 26-year-old all-rounder had an injury during a match while fielding. On site reports from the physiotherapist indicated that the patient landed on the ball when he fell and had localized tenderness on the lower lateral abdominal wall. On magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), the patient had a full thickness, mildly retracted anterior half iliac crest attachment with internal oblique tear extending over a length of 4 cm anteroposteriorly. The external oblique showed edema, but it was intact and the transversus abdominis was also intact. The upper rib attachments of all three muscles were intact (►Fig. 1).

After 14 days of observation, the patient underwent autologous platelet-rich plasma injection into the defect under ultrasound guidance. He was rested for 2 weeks, and he returned to play at 28 days. Following the tournament, he underwent continuous physiotherapy and was fully fit at 6 weeks, post injury. The patient underwent sequential MRIs at 20 days post injury (►Fig. 2) with near complete healing at 6 weeks (►Fig. 3).
Case 2
A 38-year-old all-rounder had an injury during batting practice, attempting a pull shot across the line to deep midwicket and suffered an intermediate grade injury at the left iliac crest attachment of the internal oblique with mild contiguous edema in the external oblique. No osseous avulsion or significant bone marrow edema pattern was noted. The rib attachments were intact. The player returned to play 10 days after the injury; however, the injury was aggravated, and the MRI was performed. Following the MRI, the player rested for 2 weeks followed by return to play (►Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 (A) STIR coronal, (B) PD nonfat-suppressed coronal. MRI images show intermediate grade injury at the left iliac crest attachment of the internal oblique (IO) with mild contiguous edema in the external oblique (EO). No osseous avulsion or significant bone marrow edema pattern was noted. MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; PD, proton density; STIR, short tau inversion recovery.
Case 3
A 23-year-old left arm medium pacer suffered low-grade internal oblique injury at the iliac crest attachment and high-grade internal oblique injury at the 11th rib costochondral junction attachment with osseous avulsion. Follow-up and clinical details for this patient were unavailable (►Figs. 5A and B).

Case 4
A 30-year-old all-rounder suffered injury while fielding and suffered a high impact fall. He had lower lateral abdominal wall pain. MRI performed demonstrated a high-grade retracted internal oblique injury just proximal to the iliac crest attachment as well as at the inferior end of 11th rib.

The retraction was 1.2 cm at the rib attachment and 1.3 cm at the iliac crest (►Fig. 6A–D). Patient was rested for 4 weeks, followed by graded physiotherapy for another 4 weeks, before return to play.
Discussion

The external oblique, internal oblique, and transversus abdominis form the three key muscles of the lateral abdominal wall. The external and internal oblique muscle fibers run in an oblique direction, perpendicular to each other. The external oblique runs inferolaterally from the lower eight ribs superiorly, with lower attachment to the anterior half of the outer lip of iliac crest interiorly and linea alba medially (► Fig. 7). The inferior oblique runs inferolaterally from the inferior borders of 10th to 12th ribs and linea alba with distal attachment to the anterior half of the iliac crest and lateral half of the inguinal ligament (► Fig. 8). The trans versus oblique is the deep muscle of the abdominal wall, beneath the internal oblique. The muscle has inferior attachment from the inguinal ligament, inner lip of iliac crest, superior attachment on the cartilages of the 7th to 12th ribs and runs transversely to insert into the conjoint tendon, linea alba, and the pubic crest4 (► Fig. 9).

Side strains are a well-known injury of the lateral abdominal wall.6 Typically, these injuries happen at the lower rib attachments and involve the internal oblique.7 Eccentric contraction of the muscle is felt to be the etiology.2,8 It is often triggered by unsymmetrical high energy movements.9 Torso acts as a foundation with instantaneous high forces produced at the abdominal wall to throw the ball. In the case of cricket fast bowler, the side strain injury happens when the leading arm is aggressively pulled down along with trunk side flexion to generate the force required to deliver the ball at high velocity.7 Thus, the oblique muscles are always under a strain in bowlers and all-rounders. We postulate that a sudden high velocity impact on these strained muscles may act as a trigger for the injury as seen in two of our four cases.

Side strains are characterized by a sudden onset of pain and localized tenderness over the lateral trunk near or over the anterior and lateral lower rib cage6,9 and less commonly at internal oblique iliac crest attachment following a sudden twisting of the torso.10 It is most commonly reported in cricket fast bowlers6,7,11 and baseball pitchers,8 but in shorter formats of cricket in which we see more inventive batting techniques and more athletic fielding, these injuries also increasingly occur during batting and fielding.

Imaging is opted for when symptoms are significant and decisions regarding injury severity and return to play are needed to be made.7,10 MRI is the imaging tool of choice due to its ability to assess muscle and bone.12 While rib attachment injuries are well documented, iliac crest attachment injuries are a significantly less common injury pattern and thus far, we have seen only one case report from a player who sustained this injury during Australian Rules football.9

We present a series of four cases from a single sport (cricket), which have occurred during three different actions of the game (batting, bowling, and fielding), with injury patterns that involve only the iliac crest attachment of the internal oblique, the internal and to a lesser extent external oblique and one that involves both the rib and iliac crest attachments.

From our series, we have found that iliac crest injuries may occur on their own or in co-existence with proximal attachment injuries and etiology ranges from usual forceful contraction to direct impact.

Imaging studies and clinical examination should include both the proximal and distal attachments of the abdominal wall musculature to ensure these injuries are not missed. In cases where symptoms are more significant proximally, a distal injury may co-exist.

In this small study, we found that these patients did not appear to respond differently to patients with only proximal attachment injuries6,7 and return to play in the two players who did was within 6 weeks.

Conclusion

Side strain is a common injury from eccentric loading of the torso and is commonly described at the rib attachments of the internal oblique. Iliac crest attachment injuries demonstrate another variant in the spectrum of this injury. We present four cases in cricket which showed isolated and/or concomitant iliac crest attachment injuries occurring during the actions of batting, bowling, and fielding. Injuries occurred from forceful torsion or direct impact. Return to play times with these injuries does not appear to be different from the more common proximal attachment injuries. We would emphasize scanning the iliac crest attachment in players with suspected side strain injuries.
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